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Many neurons in the dorsal medial superior temporal (MSTd) and ventral intraparietal (VIP) areas of the macaque brain are multisen-
sory, responding tobothoptic flowandvestibular cues to self-motion. Theheading tuningof visual andvestibular responses canbe either
congruent or opposite, but only congruent cells have been implicated in cue integration for heading perception. Because of the geometric
properties ofmotion parallax, however, both congruent and opposite cells could be involved in coding self-motionwhen observers fixate
aworld-fixed targetduring translation, if congruent cells preferneardisparities andopposite cells prefer fardisparities.Wecharacterized
the binocular disparity selectivity and heading tuning ofMSTd andVIP cells using random-dot stimuli. Most (70%)MSTd neurons were
disparity selective with monotonic tuning, and there was no consistent relationship between depth preference and congruency of visual
and vestibular heading tuning. One-third of disparity-selective MSTd cells reversed their depth preference for opposite directions of
motion [direction-dependent disparity tuning (DDD)], but most of these cells were unisensory with no tuning for vestibular stimuli.
Inconsistent with previous reports, the direction preferences of most DDD neurons do not reverse with disparity. By comparison to
MSTd, VIP contains fewer disparity-selective neurons (41%) and very few DDD cells. On average, VIP neurons also preferred higher
speeds and nearer disparities than MSTd cells. Our findings are inconsistent with the hypothesis that visual/vestibular congruency is
linked to depth preference, and also suggest that DDD cells are not involved in multisensory integration for heading perception.
Introduction
Patterns of imagemotion across the retina (“optic flow”) provide
powerful cues to heading (Gibson, 1950; Warren, 2003). Inde-
pendent information about translation of the head arises from
the otolith organs of the vestibular system (Angelaki and Cullen,
2008). Visual and vestibular cues naturally arise together during
self-motion, and neurons sensitive to the convergence of these
cues have been described in areas MSTd (Duffy, 1998; Bremmer
et al., 1999; Page andDuffy, 2003; Gu et al., 2006, 2008, 2010) and
VIP (Bremmer et al., 2002; Schlack et al., 2002; Chen et al.,
2011b), as well as in the visual posterior sylvian area (Chen et al.,
2011a). Two types of multisensory neurons have been found in
these areas (Gu et al., 2006): (1) neurons with congruent visual
and vestibular heading preferences and (2) neurons with oppo-
site visual/vestibular heading preferences, which should never be
maximally activated when an observer translates through a static
environmentwithoutmoving their eyes.Whereas congruent cells
show improved sensitivity and correlations with perceptual deci-
sions during visual–vestibular cue integration, neither is true for
opposite neurons (Gu et al., 2008).
What, then, might be the function of opposite cells? One pos-
sibility is that they play a role in coding self-motion under view-
ing conditions in which a particular heading produces two
possible directions of retinal image motion. When a translating
observer fixates a world-fixed target, near and far objects (relative
to fixation) move in opposite directions on the retina (Fig. 1A).
However, the identical observer translation during fixation of a
head-fixed target results in the same direction of retinal image
motion for near and far objects (Fig. 1B). In our previous studies,
congruency of visual and vestibular heading tuning was mea-
sured during fixation of a head-fixed target (Fig. 1B), and depth
preferences of individual cells were not known. If opposite cells
preferred far disparities and congruent cells preferred near dis-
parities, then both cell types would represent physically consis-
tent optic flow and inertial motion when an observer fixates a
world-fixed target during self-motion. While it is known that
most MSTd neurons are selective for binocular disparity (Roy et
al., 1992; Takemura et al., 2001), the relationship between depth
preference and visual–vestibular congruency is unknown.
An additional complexity is that someMSTd cells reverse their
disparity preference for opposite directions of motion (DDD
cells) (Roy andWurtz, 1990; Roy et al., 1992). Such neurons may
play an important role in representing self-motion during fixa-
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tion on a world-fixed target (Roy et al., 1992). However, the
relationship between the DDD property and visual–vestibular
convergence is not known, nor is it clear whether DDD cells even
receive vestibular input.
We investigated whether visual–vestibular congruency is re-
lated to the disparity preferences of MSTd and VIP neurons, as
well as the DDD property. We did not observe a correlation be-
tween visual–vestibular congruency and depth selectivity, sug-
gesting that the existence of opposite cells is not simply related to
viewing geometry but rather serves other functional roles such as
dissociation of self-motion and object motion.
Materials andMethods
Animal preparation
Four male monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were used for neurophysiological
recordings. Our general procedures have been reported in detail else-
where (Gu et al., 2006), so they will be described only briefly here. Under
sterile conditions, monkeys were chronically implanted with a ring-type
device for head stabilization. Scleral coils were implanted in both eyes for
monitoring eye position, including both version and vergence (Robin-
son, 1963; Judge et al., 1980). A bilateral recording grid was positioned in
the horizontal plane and extended from themidline outward to the areas
overlying MSTd and VIP bilaterally. The recording grid contained stag-
gered rows of holes (0.8 mm spacing) and was stereotaxically secured
inside the head cap using dental acrylic. Vertical microelectrode penetra-
tions were made via transdural guide tubes inserted through the grid
holes. Behavioral training was performed using standard operant condi-
tioning techniques. All animal surgeries were approved by the Institu-
tional Animal Care and Use Committee at Washington University and
were in accordance with National Institutes of Health guidelines.
Vestibular and visual stimuli
Heading stimuli. Monkeys sat comfortably in a primate chair
mounted on top of a six degrees of freedommotion platform (MOOG
6DOF2000E; Moog). Visual stimuli were delivered using a three-chip
DLP projector (Mirage 2000 or Mirage S2k; Christie Digital Systems),
which rear-projected images onto a tangent screen that was viewed by the
monkey fromadistance of 30 cm (subtending90 90° of visual angle).
The entire projection apparatus was mounted on top of the motion
platform such that visual stimuli could be controlled independently of
themovement trajectory. The tangent screenwasmounted at the front of
the field coil frame, with the sides, top, and bottom of the frame covered
with a black enclosure. Thus, only visual motion projected onto the
display screen was visible to the animal.
The visual display had a pixel resolution of 1280  1024 and 32-bit
color depth, andwas updated at the same rate as themovement trajectory
(60 Hz). Optic flow stimuli were generated by an OpenGL accelerator
board (nVidia Quadro FX 3000G) housed in a dedicated dual-processor
PC. Visual stimuli were plotted with subpixel accuracy using hardware
anti-aliasing under OpenGL, allowing presentation of smooth motion
trajectories and binocular disparities much smaller than the distance
between pixels.
Visual stimuli in the heading tuning protocol depicted movement of
the observer through a 3D cloud of “stars” (100 cmwide, 100 cm tall, and
40 cm deep). Star density was 0.01/cm3, with each star being a 0.15 
0.15 cm triangle. Approximately 1500 stars were visible at any time
within the field of viewof the screen. The display screenwas located in the
center of the star field before stimulus onset and remainedwell within the
depth of the star field throughout the motion trajectory. Stereoscopic
images were displayed as red/green anaglyphs and were viewed through
Kodak Wratten filters (#29, #61) that were mounted on custom-made
goggles.
Disparity tuning stimuli. For measurements of disparity selectivity and
2D direction tuning (in the frontoparallel plane), full-field (90  90°)
random-dot stimuli were generated by OpenGL in a 2D orthographic
rendering context. These stimuli were also viewed as red/green ana-
glyphs. Intensities of the red and green dots were adjusted to have ap-
proximately equal luminance, as measured through the corresponding
red and green filters with a photometer. Dots moved coherently, and
their trajectories wrapped around when the edge of the aperture was
reached.
Monkeys were required to maintain fixation on a central, head-fixed
target throughout the duration of the stimulus to obtain a liquid reward.
Positions of both eyes were monitored using scleral coils. Monkeys were
trained to maintain version within a 2° square electronic window,
whereas vergence angle was enforced to lie within0.5° of the plane of
fixation. Maintenance of the correct vergence angle is important such
that the desired binocular disparities were rendered on the retinae. We
found a weak but significant dependence of vergence angle on stimulus
disparity for each of themonkeys (Monkey F, slope 0.005; 95%CI, [0.003
0.006]; p  0.01; Monkey O, slope, 0.004; 95% CI, [0.003 0.006]; p 
0.001;Monkey P, slope, 0.009; 95%CI, [0.006 0.012]; p 0.001;Monkey
X, slope, 0.007; 95% CI, [0.005 0.008]; p  0.01; linear regression). Al-
though these effects were significant (due to having large amounts of
data), they amount to less than a 1% change in vergence angle per degree
of stimulus disparity, and thus would have a negligible impact on the
measured disparity tuning of MSTd/VIP neurons.
Electrophysiological recordings
Tungsten microelectrodes (tip diameter, 3m; impedance, 1–2M at 1
kHz; FrederickHaer) were advanced into the cortex through a transdural
guide tube, using a hydraulic microdrive (Frederick Haer). Behavioral
control and data acquisition were accomplished using a commercially
available software package (TEMPO; Reflective Computing). Action po-
tentials were amplified, filtered (250 to 8000Hz), and sorted online using
the Plexon data acquisition system (Plexon). The times of occurrence of
action potentials and all behavioral events were recorded with 1 ms res-
olution. Eye-movement traces were sampled at a rate of 200 Hz. In addi-
tion, raw neural signals were digitized at a rate of 25 kHz using a CED
Power 1401 data acquisition system (Cambridge Electronic Design)
alongwith Spike2 software. These rawdatawere stored to disk for off-line
spike sorting and additional analyses.
AreasMSTd and VIP were first located in stereotaxic coordinates with
the aid ofmagnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans (for details, see Gu et
al., 2006; Chen et al., 2011b). These areas were then functionally localized
based on patterns of gray and white matter transitions along electrode
penetrations and by mapping of physiological response properties. Our
procedure for identifying area MSTd was described in detail previously
(Gu et al., 2006, 2008; Takahashi et al., 2007). To identify the VIP, with
the aid ofMRI scans, we performed electrode penetrations within a large
region of cortex around the expected location of the intraparietal cortex
Figure 1. Viewing geometry and the relationships between depth and retinal velocity. A,
When a subject fixates aworld-fixed targetwhile translating upward, near objectsmovedown-
ward on the display screen, whereas far objects move upward. B, When the same self-
translation occurswhile fixating a head-fixed target, both near and far objectsmove downward
in the display.
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(Chen et al., 2011b). At each anterior/posterior location, we located the
medial tip of the intraparietal sulcus andmoved laterally until direction-
ally selective visual responses were absent in multiunit activity. For most
VIP neurons, we mapped the receptive field (RF) by manually control-
ling a patch of drifting random dots while observing a map of instanta-
neous firing rates on a customgraphical interface. VIPRFswere generally
contralateral but often extended into the ipsilateral visual field and in-
cluded the fovea. In addition, VIP neurons were typically activated only
by moderately large visual stimuli (10  10°), with little response
evoked from smaller patches.
Experimental protocols
Heading tuning protocol. Upon isolating the action potential of a neuron,
its visual and vestibular heading tuningwere characterized. This protocol
was used to classify neurons as unisensory (visual only or vestibular only)
or multisensory, and was also used to assess the congruency of visual and
vestibular tuning. Within the same block of trials, two stimulus condi-
tions were interleaved: a “vestibular” condition in which themonkey was
translated by themotion platform in the absence of optic flow (the screen
was blank, except for a head-centered fixation point), and a “visual”
condition in which the motion platform was stationary while optic flow
simulated movement through a 3D cloud of stars (for details, see Gu et
al., 2006). Each trial lasted 2 s, although most of the movement occurred
within the middle 1 s. The stimulus trajectory had a Gaussian velocity
profile and a corresponding biphasic acceleration profile. The motion
amplitude was 13 cm (total displacement), with a peak acceleration of
0.1 g (0.98 m/s2) and a peak velocity of 30 cm/s. To assess the
spontaneous activity of each neuron, a null condition without platform
motion or optic flow was also interleaved. For each trial, the animal was
required to fixate a central target (0.2° in diameter) for 200 ms before
onset of the motion stimulus, and the animal was rewarded at the end of
each trial formaintaining fixation throughout the stimulus presentation.
For 40% of MSTd neurons and 80% of VIP neurons, the heading
tuning protocol consisted of stimuli presented along 26 directions in 3D
space, corresponding to all combinations of azimuth and elevation an-
gles in increments of 45° (265 trials for five repetitions of each distinct
stimulus). For the other 60%ofMSTd neurons and 20%of VIP neurons,
a reduced heading tuning protocol was used, consisting of eight direc-
tions of translation in the horizontal plane (azimuth angles of 0, 45, 90,
135, 180, 225, 270, and 315°) and two vertical directions (elevation angles
of 90 and 90°). With this reduced experimental protocol, 100 trials
were required to complete five repetitions of all stimuli. Because some
VIP neurons did not respond significantly to optic flow stimuli, whereas
essentially all MSTd neurons did (Gu et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2011b), the
significance of visual heading tuning was assessed on-line (one-way
ANOVA), and only cells with significant visual heading tuning (p 
0.05) were tested further.
Disparity-direction tuning protocol. In this protocol, we tested neurons
with all combinations of eight visual motion directions in the frontopa-
rallel plane (from 0 to 315° in steps of 45°, where 0° is rightward and 90°
is upward motion on the screen) and either five or nine binocular dis-
parities (ranging from 3.2 to 3.2° in steps of 1.6 or 0.8°, respectively).
All directions and disparities were randomly interleaved in a block of
trials, for a total of either 40 or 72 distinct stimulus combinations. Unlike
the heading tuning protocol, stimuli here consisted of a planar sheet of
dots, moving at constant speed, and each trial lasted 1 s.Monkeys viewed
the random-dot stimuli whilemaintaining fixation on a small yellow spot
on the screen (0.3°). A small patch (3° 3°, occluding the motion stim-
ulus) of stationary dots was presented around the fixation point at zero
disparity to help anchor vergence on the plane of the display screen.
For approximately half of the cells tested (MSTd, n	 41; VIP, n	 73),
dots in the disparity-direction tuning protocol moved at the preferred
speed of the neuron, which was determined bymeasuring a speed tuning
curve using speeds of 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64°/s. For these cells, the
direction-disparity protocol consisted of nine disparities by eight direc-
tions by five repetitions plus five null trials to assess spontaneous activity
(365 trials total). For the remaining MSTd neurons (n 	 62), the
disparity-direction tuning protocol (five disparities, eight directions)
was delivered at two speeds: 8 and 64°/s, randomly interleaved within a
block of trials (for a total of 5 8 5 2 5	 405 trials). Whenever
cell isolation was maintained (n 	 35), a separate block of trials also
tested disparity-direction tuning at a speed of 2°/s. In general, dot diam-
eter was 0.4° and dot density was 0.002 dots  degree2, which corre-
sponds to16 dots on the screen at one time. When cell isolation could
be maintained (n 	 34), the disparity-direction protocol was also re-
peated at a higher dot density of 0.01 dots  degree2 (80 dots on our
display at a time), which was close to that used by Roy andWurtz (1992).
Because VIP cells generally preferred the highest speed tested (Colby et
al., 1993), 28VIP neuronswere testedwith the disparity-direction tuning
protocol at the highest speed (64°/s) only. Data were included in our
analyses only if at least three repetitions of each stimuluswere completed.
At least five repetitions were completed for 135 of the 204 neurons that
were included in the analysis, with the remaining 69 neurons having
three or four repetitions.
Data analysis
Heading tuning protocol.Quantitative data analyses were performed off-
line using custom-written scripts inMatlab (MathWorks). For the head-
ing protocol, mean firing rates were computed during the middle 1 s
interval of each stimulus presentation, and an ANOVA (p  0.05) was
used to assess the statistical significance of directional selectivity for each
stimulus condition. For neuronswith significant heading tuning for both
the visual and vestibular conditions, mean responses were plotted as a
function of azimuth and elevation to create 3D tuning functions (for cells
tested with the full set of heading vectors). To plot these spherical data on
Cartesian axes, the data were transformed using the Lambert cylindrical
equal-area projection (Fig. 2A,B) (for details, see Gu et al., 2006). In this
flattened representation, the abscissa represents the azimuth angle, and
the ordinate corresponds to a sinusoidally transformed version of the
elevation angle.
For neurons tested with all 26 stimulus directions, the preferred 3D
heading for each stimulus condition was described by the azimuth and
elevation of the vector sum of the individual responses. For neurons
tested with the reduced heading tuning protocol, only the preferred di-
rection in the horizontal plane was computed by the vector sum. For
multisensory cells with significant heading tuning in both the vestibular
and visual conditions, we then computed the absolute difference in
preferred direction, such that neurons could be characterized as “con-
gruent” (
 preferred heading 90°) or “opposite” (
 preferred
heading 90°).
Disparity-direction tuning. To compare our findings with the results of
Roy et al. (1992), we computed the firing rate between 400 and 1000 ms
after stimulus onset for each trial. We excluded the response in the first
400 ms to avoid transient responses to stimulus onset and to be consis-
tent with Roy et al. (1992); note, however, that all of our main findings
were unchanged if we analyzed neural responses over the full duration of
the stimulus period. A two-way ANOVA was then used to test for a
significant main effect of binocular disparity, a main effect of direction,
and/or a significant interaction.
Tuning strength and Gabor fits. To measure disparity tuning strength,
we computed a disparity discrimination index (DDI) for each neuron
and each direction of motion as follows:
DDI 
Rmax  Rmin
Rmax  Rmin  2SSE/N  M, (1)
where Rmax and Rmin are the mean responses to the most effective and
least effective disparities, respectively, SSE is the sum squared error
around themean responses,N is the number of observations (trials), and
M is the number of disparity values tested. Note that the DDI character-
izes the ability of a neuron to discriminate changes in the disparity stim-
ulus relative to its intrinsic level of response variability (Prince et al.,
2002; DeAngelis and Uka, 2003).
For each neuron, we chose the direction of motion withmaximal DDI
and performed an ANOVA on the disparity tuning curve for that direc-
tion. For cells with significant disparity tuning (ANOVA, p  0.01),
disparity tuning curveswere fit with aGabor function, as done previously
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forMT (DeAngelis andUka, 2003; Palanca and
DeAngelis, 2003; Chowdhury et al., 2008), V3/
V3A (Anzai et al., 2011), and V1 cells (Ohzawa
et al., 1997; Prince et al., 2002):
Rd  R0  A  e
0.5dd02/2
 cos2fd  d0  , (2)
where Ro is the baseline response, A is the re-
sponse amplitude, d is the stimulus disparity,
do is the disparity at the peak of the Gaussian
envelope, and  is the Gaussian width. The
phase of the Gabor function, relative to the
center of the Gaussian envelope, is controlled
by the parameter . Thus, the fit had five free
parameters (Ro, A, do, , and ), whereas the
disparity frequency, f, was determined from a
Fourier transform of the raw tuning curve
(DeAngelis and Uka, 2003). In addition, the
Gaussian center location, do, was constrained
to lie within the range of disparities tested. For
each cell, the preferred disparity was computed
from the peak of the Gabor fit. Only cells with
good fits (R 2 0.8) have been included in the
analysis of Figure 10.
Most MSTd and VIP neurons had mono-
tonic tuning for disparity over the range tested
(3.2 to3.2°), withmaximal responses often
occurring at one of the largest near or far dis-
parities presented. If an even larger range of
disparities were tested, it is likely that tuning
peaks would have been observed for some neu-
rons. As a result, our Fourier analysis method
may have overestimated the disparity frequency
parameter, f, for some neurons. Note, however,
that disparity frequencies inMSTd andVIPwere
substantially lower than those in area MT, such
that any overestimation of f would not under-
mineourconclusions regarding thedifferences in
scale of disparity tuning betweenMSTd/VIP and
MT (see Fig. 10).
Depth-sign selectivity. Because most MSTd/
VIP cells preferred large far or near disparities
(few cells were tuned to disparities near 0°), we
also quantified the overall selectivity for depth
sign, using the depth sign discrimination index







Rfari  Rneari  avg
. (3)
For each pair of depths symmetric around 0 (e.g.,1.6°), we calculated
the difference in response between far (Rfar) and near (Rnear) disparities,
relative to response variability (avg, the average standard deviation of
the two responses). Then, we averaged the two or four pairs of depths
tested to obtain the DSDI value for each neuron. The DSDImetric quan-
tifies the cell’s overall preference for near versus far disparities relative to
the noise level of the responses; it ranges from 1 (strong near prefer-
ence) to1 (strong far preference) andwas computed separately for each
stimulus direction. To determine whether each DSDI was significantly
different from 0, we performed a permutation test by randomly shuffling
the sign of each disparity (1000 permutations, p 0.01). We also com-
puted a “global” DSDI across all stimulus directions after z-scoring the
responses for each direction and combining across directions.
Two types of interactions between disparity and direction selectivity
were classified: (1)DDDcells were definedwhen (i) either themain effect
of disparity or the disparity by direction interaction was significant in the
two-wayANOVA (p 0.01), and (ii) therewere at least two directions of
motion for which DSDI values were significantly different from zero
(p  0.01) and opposite in sign. These criteria identified neurons for
which the depth-sign preference (near or far) reversed across directions
ofmotion. (2)Non-DDDcells had a significantmain effect of disparity in
the two-way ANOVA (p 0.01), but did not show a significant reversal
in the sign of the DSDI across directions.
To summarize how the DSDI varied as a function of motion direction
across the population of neurons, we plotted the DSDI as a function of
direction of motion for each neuron and shifted this curve horizontally
for each neuron (if needed) such that the direction having a maximal
positive DSDI was aligned for each cell. This was done by computing the
cross-correlation between each cell’s DSDI curve and a sinusoidal func-
tion, f(x)	 sin(x). The shift leading to a maximal correlation coefficient
was used to align the curves across neurons. For non-DDD cells, the
global DSDI metric was used to describe disparity selectivity across the
population. Error bars in all plots illustrate SEM, unless noted otherwise.
Results
We recorded from 103MSTd neurons (from four monkeys) and
101 VIP neurons (from three monkeys), all of which were signif-
icantly tuned for heading defined by optic flow (seeMaterials and
Methods). Each neuron was first characterized as unisensory
Figure 2. 3D heading tuning and joint disparity-direction tuning for an “opposite” MSTd neuron. A, B, 3D heading tuning is
shown for the vestibular (A) and visual (B) stimulus conditions as color contour maps of mean firing rate as a function of azimuth
and elevation angles. Each contour map shows the Lambert cylindrical equal-area projection of the spherical data onto Cartesian
coordinates (Gu et al., 2006). In this projection, the ordinate is a sinusoidally transformed version of elevation angle. Tuning curves
along the margins of each color map illustrate mean firing rates plotted as a function of either elevation or azimuth (averaged
across azimuth or elevation, respectively). C, The joint disparity-direction tuning profile of the same MSTd neuron is shown as a
color-contour map, where direction of motion is plotted on the abscissa and binocular disparity on the ordinate. Tuning curves
along themargins show direction tuning for each disparity (top) and disparity tuning for each direction (left). Dashed lines denote
spontaneous activity levels. This neuron was direction tuned (ANOVA, p 0.001) but not disparity tuned (ANOVA, p	 0.135).
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(visual only) or multisensory (significantly tuned to both visual
and vestibular heading stimuli) based on responses measured
during a heading tuning protocol (Gu et al., 2006) (see Materials
and Methods).This protocol consisted of either real (vestibular
condition) or visually simulated (visual condition) straight trans-
lational movements along either 26 possible directions sampled
evenly on a sphere (Gu et al., 2006) or eight directions sampled
within the horizontal plane. Inertial motion of the subject was
achieved via a motion platform, and optic flow was presented by
a projector mounted on the motion platform.
Multisensory neurons (MSTd, 42/103; VIP, 37/101) were sig-
nificantly tuned (ANOVA, p  0.05) to heading for both visual
and vestibular stimuli, as illustrated by the example cell in Figure
2, A and B. The 3D heading tuning profile for each stimulus
condition is shown as a color-contour map in which mean firing
rate is plotted as a function of azimuth (abscissa) and elevation
(ordinate). This cell exhibited broad, roughly sinusoidal tuning
during inertial motion, with a heading preference at 192° azi-
muth and 25° elevation, corresponding to a leftward and slightly
downward trajectory (Fig. 2A, vestibular condition). The head-
ing preference in response to optic flow was approximately op-
posite, at 16° azimuth and 28° elevation, corresponding to a
rightward and slightly upward trajectory (Fig. 2B, visual condi-
tion). Thus, this is an example of an “opposite” cell (Gu et al.,
2006; Takahashi et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2011b).
Across the population of neurons, heading tuning was classi-
fied as congruent or opposite by computing the absolute differ-
ence in heading preference (
 preferred heading) between
responses to the two modalities, an angle that varies between 0
and 180°. In this context, congruent cells were defined as having

 preferred heading 90°, and opposite cells were defined as
having 
 preferred heading90°.
Examples of joint disparity-direction tuning
Once a cell was characterized as visual only or multisensory (either
congruent or opposite), we measured the joint disparity and direc-
tion tuning of the neuron using a protocol in which eight directions
of motion, spaced 45° apart in the frontoparallel plane, were pre-
sented at five or nine different binocular
disparities, for a total of 45 or 72 disparity-
direction combinations (see Materials and
Methods). Figure 2C shows the joint
disparity-direction tuning of the example
cell, illustrated as a color-contour map,
where the abscissa specifies motion direc-
tion (0–360°) and the ordinate represents
horizontal binocular disparity (0, 1.6,
and 3.2°). This example neuron shows
strong direction tuning at each disparity
tested, but was not significantly disparity
selective (main effect of disparity, two-
way ANOVA, p	 0.14). Thus, this partic-
ular MSTd neuron did not respond
differently to moving random dots at dif-
ferent horizontal disparities.
Three different patterns of interaction
of disparity and direction are illustrated
by the example neurons in Figures 3 and 4.
Figure 3 shows data for a congruent cell
from area MSTd, which was selective for
both direction of motion and binocular
disparity (two-way ANOVA, p  0.001
for both main effects). The cell preferred
the same binocular disparities for all motion directions and had
the same preferred direction for all disparities (Fig. 3, left and top
curves, respectively). In other words, direction and disparity tun-
ing were separable for this neuron. For disparity-selective
cells, we quantified selectivity for near versus far depth using a
DSDI (Eq. 3), which varies from 1 (strong near preference)
to 1 (strong far preference). For the neuron in Figure 3,
DSDI values measured for each motion direction ranged from
0.597 to 0.884, with a global DSDI of 0.707. Responses like
those seen in Figure 3 were common among our sample of
disparity-selective neurons.
A different type of direction-disparity interaction is shown by
the example neuron of Figure 4A. The cell’s overall disparity
selectivity was not significant when pooled across directions
(main effect of disparity, two-way ANOVA, p 	 0.91), but the
disparity by direction interaction was highly significant (p 
0.001). Moreover, this cell showed a clear reversal in disparity
preference for opposite motion directions. Specifically, the cell
preferred near disparities (DSDI  0) for directions 270, 0, and
315° (Fig. 4A, left), but preferred far disparities (DSDI  0) for
directions 90, 135, and 180°. Analogously, this cell’s direction
preference also depended sharply on binocular disparity: for far
disparities, the cell preferred motion that was upward and to the
left on the screen (Fig. 4A, top), whereas for near disparities the
cell preferred downward/rightward motion. We refer to this
property as direction-dependent disparity tuning (for classifica-
tion criteria, see Materials and Methods; for notes on interpreta-
tion, see Discussion). This sort of interaction was reported
previously in MSTd (Roy andWurtz, 1990; Roy et al., 1992) (see
Discussion).
The cell illustrated in Figure 4B is another DDD cell, but one
with a qualitatively different pattern of results. For this neuron,
the depth-sign preference (near/far) again reversed as a function
ofmotion direction, such that the cell preferred far disparities for
directions 0, 45, and 315° (Fig. 4B, left), but near disparities for
most other directions. However, unlike the cell in Figure 4A, the
preferred direction of motion was consistent across all binocular
disparities (Fig. 4B, top). This was the dominant type of DDD
Figure3. Jointdirection-disparity tuningprofile for anon-DDD,disparity-tuned, congruentMSTdcell. For this neuron, direction
and disparity tuning are essentially separable, such that disparity tuning is similar for different directions and direction tuning is
similar across disparities. Global DSDI	 0.707 ( p 0.001, permutation test). The format is as in Figure 2C.
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tuning encountered in our sample of
neurons, and this pattern of results oc-
curs because the disparity tuning curves for
different directions ofmotion do not cross
(Fig. 4B, left), even as the disparity prefer-
ence reverses. Note that the twoDDDcells
in Figure 4 are both unisensory (visual-
only) MSTd neurons. Figure 4C summa-
rizes how the DSDI changes with motion
direction for the three disparity-selective
exemplar neurons in Figures 3 and 4, A
and B. For the non-DDD cell of Figure 3,
the DSDI is fairly constant across direc-
tions. In contrast, the DSDI varies in a
sinusoidal-like manner for the two DDD
cells of Figure 4.
Population properties
Across our sample of MSTd neurons, 72
of 103 (70%) were disparity selective, and
thesewere classified as non-DDD (n	 49,
48%) or DDD (23, 22%) cells (Table 1).
Most DDD cells in MSTd (17/23) were
unisensory, visual-only neurons, which
did not respond to vestibular stimulation.
Indeed, DDD cells constituted 37% (17 of
46) of all disparity-selective, visual-only
cells. In contrast, only six DDD cells were
multisensory, and these were evenly split
between congruent and opposite cells. Only
5of 23DDDneurons, all ofwhichwereuni-
sensory (visual-only) cells, reversed their
disparity preference across motion direc-
tionsandreversed theirdirectionpreference
across disparities (Fig. 4A). Thus, the large
majority (18of23,78%)ofDDDcellsmain-
tained their direction preference across dis-
parities, while the disparity preference
changed with direction (Fig. 4B).
Results from VIP were markedly dif-
ferent from MSTd (Table 1). First, there
were fewer (41 of 101, 41%) disparity-
selective cells in VIP. Second, only five of
these neurons fulfilled the criteria to be
DDD cells, and none of these cells clearly
reversed their direction preference across
disparities. The vast majority (36 of 41,
88%) of disparity-selective VIP neurons
were non-DDD cells. This difference in
the incidence ofDDDcells betweenMSTd
and VIP was statistically significant (p 
0.001, 	2 test).
Figure 5 summarizes how the DSDI
varied as a function of motion direction
for DDD and non-DDD cells in MSTd
and VIP. To combine data across neu-
rons, the DSDI versus direction curve for
each cell was shifted along the abscissa to
align the data such that the peak DSDI for
all cells occurred at a direction of 90° (see
Materials and Methods). As illustrated in
Figure 5, A and B, the average DSDI of
DDD cells depended strongly on motion
Figure 4. Examples of two DDD neurons from area MSTd. A, For this cell, disparity preference reversed for opposite motion
directions (left), and direction preference reversed for near versus far disparities (top). B, For this neuron, disparity preference
reversed for opposite motion directions (left), but direction preference did not reverse for near versus far disparities (top). The
format is as in Figures 2C and 3. C, The DSDI of the three disparity-selective example neurons (from Fig. 3 and A, B) is plotted as a
functionofmotiondirection. For non-DDDcells like theone fromFigure 3, theDSDI changes littlewithdirectionofmotion (red). For
DDD cells (cyan, blue), the DSDI shows a strong reversal in sign across different motion directions.
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direction, whereas non-DDD cells showed a much more modest
dependence (Fig. 5C,D). To quantify this distinction, we calcu-
lated the difference in DSDI between two opposite directions, 90
and 270°. This difference averaged 1.14 0.07 for DDD cells in
MSTd, versus 0.43  0.05 for non-DDD cells (p  0.001, Wil-
coxon test). Similarly, forVIP, the average difference inDSDIwas
1.15 0.08 for DDD cells versus 0.45 0.04 for non-DDD cells
(p 0.001).
Note that some of the direction dependence of the DSDI may
result simply from our procedure of aligning all curves at their
peakDSDI. To assess this, we permuted the data across directions
for each neuron and computed the distribution of DSDI values
expected by chance when any true directional dependence of the
DSDI is destroyed by permutation. For non-DDDcells fromboth
MSTd and VIP, the average difference in DSDI between 90 and
270° was0.3 following permutation. Thus, although the mod-
ulation of the DSDI with direction for non-DDD cells was signif-
icantly greater than that expected by chance (p  0.01), this
modulation was quite modest relative to that exhibited by DDD
neurons.
As noted above, most DDD cells did not reverse both their
direction and disparity preferences. We performed an additional
analysis to quantify the incidence of these effects across the pop-
ulation ofDDDneurons. For eachDDD cell, we found the pair of
opposite directions (180° apart) that produced the maximal ab-
solute difference in DSDI. For this purpose, we refer to the direc-
tion with the larger maximal response as “preferred” and the
opposite direction as “null” (Fig. 6A). For near disparities (less
than or equal to 1.6°), we computed the average difference in
firing rate between the preferred and null
direction curves, and we plotted this value
on the abscissa of the scatter plot in Figure
6. Similarly, for far disparities (1.6°),
we plotted the average response difference
between preferred and null directions on
the ordinate of the scatter plot. Thus, data
points that fall in the upper-left or lower-
right quadrants of the scatter plot indicate
neurons that reversed both direction pref-
erence and disparity preference, such as
the examples shown in Figure 6, A and E.
Data points that fall in the upper-right
or lower-left quadrants indicate neurons
that reverse disparity preference but not
direction preference (Fig. 6B,C). Clearly
most neurons fall in the upper-right quad-
rant indicating that they do not reverse di-
rection preference.
We now return to non-DDD neurons,
to summarize their disparity and velocity
tuning properties. For disparity-selective
non-DDD cells, we computed a global
DSDI value across allmotion directions to
summarize disparity selectivity (seeMate-
rials and Methods). The mean DSDI for
non-DDD cells in VIP (0.317  0.050,
SE) was significantly less (Wilcoxon rank
test, p  0.001) than that for MSTd
(0.100 0.062), as illustrated in Figure 7,
A and B. In MSTd, 22 cells had DSDI val-
ues significantly larger than zero, and 16
cells had DSDI values significantly less
than 0. In contrast, only 4 cells in VIP had
a significantly positive DSDI, whereas 29 cells had significantly
negative DSDI values. This difference indicates a significant shift
toward near disparity preferences in VIP (Colby et al., 1993).
There was no significant difference between DSDI distributions of
multisensory and visual-only neurons in eitherMSTd (p	 0.83,	2
test) or VIP (p 	 0.28, 	2 test). Importantly, both near- and far-
preferring cells were encountered in roughly equal proportions
among multisensory cells, with no significant difference in the dis-
tributionof theDSDIbetween congruent andopposite cells (MSTd,
p 	 0.84, 	2 test; VIP, p 	 0.86). It was clearly not the case that
congruent cells generally had near depth preferences and opposite
cells typically preferred far depths, as would be expected from the
motion parallax hypothesis (see Introduction).
In addition to the DSDI, speed tuning also differed between
VIP and MSTd (p 0.001, 	2 test), as illustrated in Figure 7, C
Figure 5. Population summary of dependence of the DSDI on motion direction. A–D, Data are averaged across all disparity-
selective neurons fromMSTd (A, C) and VIP (B,D), and are shown separately for DDD (A,B) and non-DDD (C,D) cells. Data are color
coded to represent visual-only neurons (red) and multisensory congruent (green) or opposite (blue) cells. Before averages were
computed, data for each neuronwere horizontally shifted andwrapped such that the peaks of all DSDI curves aligned at a direction
of 90°. The necessary shift for each neuron was determined by computing a cross-correlation between the DSDI versus direction
curve and a sinusoid (see Materials andMethods). The numbers of neurons contributing to each summary curve are as follows: A,
3 congruent cells, 3 opposite cells, 17 visual-only cells;B, 1 congruent cell, 4 visual-only cells; C, 9 congruent cells, 11 opposite cells,
29 visual-only cells; D, 5 congruent cells, 5 opposite cells, 26 visual-only cells.
Table 1. Statistics of disparity tuning in MSTd and VIP
DDD neurons
Non-DDD neurons
pdisparity 0.01 pdispaity 0.01
MSTd (n	 103)
Unisensory neurons (n	 61) 17 29 15
Multisensory neurons
Congruent cells (n	 17) 3 9 5
Opposite cells (n	 25) 3 11 11
Total 23, 22% 49, 48% 31, 30%
VIP (n	 101)
Unisensory neurons (n	 64) 4 26 34
Multisensory neurons
Congruent cells (n	 12) 1 5 9
Opposite cells (n	 20) 0 5 17
Total 5, 5% 36, 36% 60, 59%
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and D. Specifically, VIP cells preferred
higher speeds thanMSTd cells. Among 41
MSTd neurons tested, 14 (34%) preferred
the highest speed (64°/s), and 10 (24%)
preferred the second highest speed (32°/
s). In contrast, 64 of 73 (88%) of VIP cells
preferred 64°/s, and 7 (10%) preferred
32°/s. There was no significant difference
in speed preference betweenmultisensory
and unisensory neurons for either MSTd
(p 	 0.19, 	2 test) or VIP (p 	 0.26, 	2
test).
We also pooled all non-DDD data from
MSTd and VIP together to test whether
there is a significant correlation between the
DSDI and preferred speed. There was in-
deed such a correlation between the global
DSDI of non-DDD cells and speed prefer-
ence (r	0.46; p	 0.005; Spearman rank
correlation,n	36).Neurons thatpreferred
slow speeds also preferred far depths, and
vice versa. This correlation was driven par-
tially by differences between areas given that
VIP cells prefer high speeds and have near
disparity preferences. Nevertheless, there
was still amarginally significant relationship
between the DSDI and speed preference
when onlyMSTd cells were considered (r	
0.49; p 	 0.063; Spearman rank correla-
tion, n	 15).
Other stimulus parameters, like dot
density (p 	 0.38, Wilcoxon matched-
pairs test) and speed (p	 0.90, F(1, 99)	
0.033, ANCOVA), had no effect on the depth-sign selectivity of
MSTd neurons, as illustrated in Figure 8, A and B, respectively
(shown for non-DDD cells only).
Comparison of disparity tuning properties among areas
MSTd, VIP, and MT
To quantify disparity tuning curves for MSTd and VIP neurons,
we computed a DDI (Eq. 1) for each of the eight directions of
motion. The disparity tuning curve for the direction with the
largest DDI was then fit with a Gabor function, as long as tuning
was significant (ANOVA, p 0.01). These criteria were met for
63 MSTd and 39 VIP neurons. Of these, the disparity tuning
curves of 55 MSTd cells and 29 VIP cells were well fit by a Gabor
function (R2 0.8), and these responses were used for quantita-
tive comparisons with area MT.
Figure 9 shows disparity tuning curves and Gabor fits for four
example neurons, two DDD cells and one non-DDD cell from
MSTd, as well as one non-DDD neuron from VIP. Data on the
left show disparity tuning for the maximum DDI direction, with
solid curves illustrating Gabor fits. Data on the right show tuning
curves for the opposite direction ofmotion, along withGabor fits
when tuningwas significant (ANOVA, p 0.01). Themajority of
MSTd and VIP cells preferred either near or far disparities and
had monotonic tuning curves within the range of disparities
tested. The DDD cell of Figure 9A preferred near disparities for
the max DDI direction and far disparities for the opposite direc-
tion, with monotonic tuning for both directions. In contrast, the
DDDcell of Figure 9B shows opposite depth-sign preferences and
has nonmonotonic tuning. The non-DDD MSTd cell of Figure
9C shows clearly peaked tuning with a preference near zero dis-
parity, which was not common in MSTd or VIP. Finally, the
non-DDDVIP cell of Figure 9D showsmonotonic tuning to near
disparities for one direction of motion and no significant dispar-
ity tuning for the other direction.
Figure 10 summarizes the disparity tuning properties of
MSTd (red) and VIP (blue) neurons and compares them with
data from areaMT (green) (DeAngelis andUka, 2003). Note that
all cells are included in Figure 10A, whereas only neurons with
significant disparity tuning and good Gabor fits are included in
Figures 10, B and C. Overall, the strength of disparity tuning in
area MT (median DDI, 0.74) is significantly greater (p  0.001,
Mann–WhitneyU test) than that seen inMSTd andVIP (median
DDI, 0.57 and 0.54, respectively), whereas the difference between
MSTd andVIPwasmarginal (p	 0.028,Mann–WhitneyU test).
There was no significant correlation between DDI and speed
preference for areaMSTd (p	 0.73, Spearman rank correlation)
orVIP (p	 0.46) separately, norwhendata from these areaswere
pooled (p 	 0.52). In contrast, DDI depended significantly on
speed preference in MT, such that neurons preferring fast speeds
tended to have weaker disparity selectivity (DeAngelis and Uka,
2003).
Striking differences between areas are evident in the range of
disparity preferences and the breadth of tuning. As shown in
Figure 10B, neurons in MSTd and VIP are tuned to a much
broader range of disparities than cells in MT. VIP neurons show
a strong bias toward near preferences (median,2.21°), whereas
disparity preferences in MSTd are fairly balanced (median,
0.02°), and this difference is significant (p 	 0.003, Mann–
Whitney U test). By comparison, disparity preferences in MT are
much more tightly distributed around zero disparity, with a slight
Figure 6. Population summary of response patterns for DDD cells. For each neuron, the scatter plot shows the difference in
average response between preferred and null directions at far disparities (ordinate) versus the corresponding difference in re-
sponse at near disparities (abscissa). Data are shown only for DDD neurons from MSTd (red) and VIP (blue). A–E show disparity
tuning curves for preferred and null directions for five different example neurons, corresponding to the labeled data points in the
scatter plot.
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bias towardnearpreferences (median,0.16°) (DeAngelis andUka,
2003). Figure 10C shows thatmedian disparity frequencies inMSTd
(0.11) andVIP (0.10)were similar (p	 0.53), andwere significantly
lower than in MT (0.29, p  0.001, Mann–Whitney U test). The
lower disparity frequencies in MSTd/VIP are consistent with the
observation that disparity tuning in these areaswasmost commonly
monotonic, with a preference for large far or near disparities.
It is important to be sure that these differences in disparity
tuning parameters between areas are not an indirect effect of
differences in receptive field eccentricity between recordings
from the three areas. As shown in Figure 10D-F, eccentricities
were indeed systematically smaller in the MT recordings than in
MSTd/VIP. Note, however, that the greater range of disparity
preferences and lower disparity frequencies observed in MSTd/
VIP cannot be attributed to eccentricity. Within the range of
eccentricities sampled in all three areas (10–25°), disparity
preferences in areaMT aremuchmore narrowly distributed than
those in MSTd/VIP (Fig. 10E), and disparity frequencies in MT
are substantially larger than those in MSTd/VIP (Fig. 10F).
Discussion
Motivated by the possibility that the congruency of visual/vestib-
ular heading tuning might be correlated with stereoscopic depth
preferences, we examined the binocular disparity tuning of neu-
rons in areas MSTd and VIP in relation to heading selectivity.
ManyMSTd and VIP neurons showed monotonic disparity tun-
ing with preferences for large near or far disparities, but we found
no evidence that visual–vestibular congruency is related to depth
preference.We also sought to understand how theDDDproperty
may be related to tuning for self-motion. Although a substantial
proportion ofMSTd cells exhibit DDDproperties (fewer in VIP),
mostDDDneurons do not appear to receive any vestibular input.
This suggests that DDD cells may provide a distinct mechanism
for detecting self-motion, one that is largely independent of ves-
tibular input.
Disparity tuning inMSTd and the DDD property
Disparity selectivity was studied previously in both MSTd (Roy
and Wurtz, 1990; Roy et al., 1992; Takemura et al., 2000, 2001)
and MSTl (Eifuku and Wurtz, 1999). The overall incidence of
disparity selectivity amongMSTd cells reported here (70%, based
on ANOVA) is a bit lower than the 90% reported by Roy et al.
(1992) based on nonstatistical criteria. Consistent with Roy et al.
Figure 7. Population summary of the DSDI and speed preferences. A, B, Distributions of the
global DSDI (computed across all motion directions) for disparity-selective non-DDD neurons
from areas MSTd (n	 49) and VIP (n	 36). C, D, Distributions of preferred speed for MSTd
(n	 41) and VIP (n	 73) neurons. Data are color coded to represent visual only neurons (red)
and multisensory congruent (green) or opposite (blue) cells.
A B
Figure 8. Dependence of the DSDI on dot density and stimulus speed. Data are shown
for non-DDD cells from area MSTd. A, DSDI measured at a higher dot density (0.01
dots  degree2) is plotted against the DSDI measured at the standard density (0.002
dots  degree2; n	 21). B, DSDI is measured as a function of stimulus speed for a subset





Figure9. Example disparity tuning curves andGabor fits forMSTd andVIP neurons. For each
neuron/row, disparity tuning is shown for the direction of maximum DDI (left) and for the
direction 180° opposite to it (right). A–D, Data are shown for two DDD cells from MSTd (A, B),
one non-DDD cell fromMSTd (C), and one non-DDD neuron from VIP (D). Smooth curves repre-
sent Gabor function fits (seeMaterials andMethods). Gabor fits are shown for both directions of
motion for DDD cells, but only for the maximum DDI direction for non-DDD cells.
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(1992), we find thatmostMSTd cells prefer either far (uncrossed)
or near (crossed) disparities, in approximately equal proportions,
with few neurons tuned to zero disparity.
Disparity tuning inMSTd is generally independent of motion
speed (Fig. 8B), but often depends strongly onmotion direction.
Approximately one-third of disparity-tuned MSTd neurons in
our sample reversed their disparity preference for opposite direc-
tions of motion (Fig. 4). However, the converse was seldom true;
only 5 of 23 DDD neurons reversed their direction preference
with disparity (Fig. 4A). Similar interactions between direction
and disparity have been described previously by Roy and Wurtz
(1990) and Roy et al. (1992), who emphasized the existence of
neurons that changed their direction preference with disparity.
They used the same acronym, DDD, to refer to “disparity-
dependent direction selectivity,” even though disparity tuning was
tested along just the preferred and antipreferred directions of mo-
tion. In contrast, we used a fully nested design inwhich all combina-
tions of several disparities and directions were presented.
The incidence of significant direction-disparity interactions ob-
served here (32% of MSTd neurons) is similar to the 40% reported
byRoy et al. (1992).However, it is not clearwhether their criteria for
identifying DDD cells were comparable to ours. Roy et al. (1992, p.
2490) state that “the 40%ofMSTneurons that areDDDcells . . . re-
spond to opposite directions of motion for opposite disparities.”
However, the example DDD neuron in their Figure 8B, like our
Figure 4B, does not reverse its direction preference with disparity.
Indeed, the vast majority of DDD cells in our sample (18 of 23) did
not reverse their direction preference as disparity changed. Hence,
we use the acronymDDD to refer to direction-dependent disparity
tuning, rather thandisparity-dependent direction tuning, as the for-
mer description applies to most cells with significant disparity-
direction interactions, whereas the latter does not.
It is unclear whether our findings really differ from those of
Roy andWurtz (1990) and Roy et al. (1992), because they did not
report how often preferred direction reversed with changes in
disparity. However, some differences between their studies and
ours are worth noting. First, Roy andWurtz (1990) and Roy et al.
(1992) recorded from both MSTd and MSTi (a region between
MSTd and MSTl), whereas our recordings are likely to be only
fromMSTd. Second, we recorded from neurons with significant
visual heading tuning, whereas Roy et al. (1992) recorded only
from cells that were directionally selective in the frontoparallel
plane. Thus, our sample might have included neurons selective
for forward/backward translation that were not sampled by Roy
and Wurtz (1990) and Roy et al. (1992). This is unlikely to be a
major factor, however, because most MSTd cells prefer transla-
tionwithin the frontoparallel plane (Gu et al., 2006, 2010). Third,
we used a full-field stimulus (90 90°), whereas Roy andWurtz
(1990) and Roy et al. (1992) used smaller stimuli, typically 20
20°. Finally, Roy and Wurtz (1990) and Roy et al. (1992) used
relatively slow speeds of motion (up to 9°/s), whereas we either
used the cell’s preferred speed or interleaved speeds of 8 and
64°/s. However, this is not likely an important factor, as we found
little dependence of disparity selectivity on speed or dot density
(Fig. 8).
Differences in disparity and speed tuning betweenMSTd,
VIP, and MT
Disparity tuning was least prominent in VIP, where 41% of cells
were disparity selective and most preferred near disparities.
Colby et al. (1993) reported that VIP neurons preferred near or
ultranear stimuli, and that the near preference of some VIP cells
persisted when one eye was occluded, suggesting involvement of
monocular depth cues. In our stimuli, depth was defined exclu-
sively by disparity, but the preponderance of near preferences
remained. Notably, DDD cells were much less common in VIP
than MSTd, consistent with the suggestion that VIP neurons
mainly represent foreground motion (Colby et al., 1993).
We found robust differences in disparity tuning between
MSTd, VIP and MT. First,90% of MT neurons were tuned for
Figure 10. Comparison of disparity selectivity in areasMSTd, VIP, andMT.A–C, The top row shows distributions of the DDI (A), preferred disparity (B), and disparity frequency (C) parameters.A,
Data for all neurons tested: 103MSTdneurons (red), 101 VIP cells (blue), and 501MTneurons (green).B, C, Data for 55MSTd cells and 29VIP neurons that had significant disparity tuning ( p 0.01,
one-way ANOVA) for the max DDI direction and were well-fit by the Gabor function (R 2 0.8) (see Materials and Methods). The MT data in B and C represent 453 MT neurons with significant
disparity tuning ( p 0.01) (DeAngelis and Uka, 2003). Numbers above arrowheads show the median values for each distribution. D, DDI is plotted as a function of receptive field eccentricity for
neurons fromMT (n	 501), MSTd (n	 65), and VIP (n	 28). E, Preferred disparity as a function of eccentricity (MT, n	 453; MSTd, n	 41; VIP, n	 15). F, Disparity frequency as a function of
eccentricity, for the same samples of neurons as in E.
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binocular disparity (DeAngelis and Uka, 2003), compared to
70% in MSTd and 41% in VIP. Correspondingly, average DDI
values were substantially larger in MT than MSTd or VIP (Fig.
10A). Second, disparity preferences in area MT were more cen-
trally distributed around the plane of fixation, whereas most
MSTd/VIP cells showed monotonic tuning with a preference for
large far or near disparities. Thus, disparity selectivity changes
markedly as signals flow downstream from area MT.
We found that speed tuning of most MSTd and VIP cells was
monotonic over the range of speeds tested, with most cells pre-
ferring high speeds as seen in previous studies ofMST (Kawano et
al., 1994; Duffy and Wurtz, 1997; Churchland and Lisberger,
2005; Churchland et al., 2007). Speed tuning in VIP has been less
well characterized, althoughColby et al. (1993) reported that VIP
neurons tend to prefer higher speeds thanMT neurons. The em-
phasis on high speeds in MSTd and VIP contrasts with a roughly
uniform distribution of speed preferences (on a logarithmic
scale) in area MT (Nover et al., 2005).
Themotion parallax hypothesis and
visual–vestibular congruency
These experiments were motivated by the hypothesis that the
existence of multisensory neurons with opposite visual and ves-
tibular heading preferences might be explained by their depth-
sign preferences. Opposite cells were initially identified in
experiments that used a head-fixed fixation target (Gu et al.,
2006; Takahashi et al., 2007), such that self-motion produces the
same direction of retinal image motion for near and far objects
(Fig. 1B).However, when fixation ismaintained on aworld-fixed
target, self-translation produces opposite directions of retinal
imagemotion for near and far objects (Fig. 1A, motion parallax).
Thus, opposite cells could be driven maximally by self-motion if
they prefer far depths, whereas congruent cells should prefer near
depths in this hypothesis. In other words, both cell types might
be “functionally congruent” when fixation is maintained on a
world-fixed target. However, we did not find any consistent rela-
tionship between visual–vestibular congruency and depth-sign
preferences (Fig. 7A,B). Thus, the motion parallax hypothesis
does not appear to account for the existence of opposite cells. As
speculated previously (Gu et al., 2008; Morgan et al., 2008), op-
posite cells may instead serve important roles in dissociating ob-
ject motion from self-motion, a topic of current investigation in
our laboratories.
Function of DDD tuning and MSTd/VIP
Roy et al. (1992) proposed that DDD cells contribute to signaling
the direction of self-motion. Specifically, they postulated that the
reversal of preferred direction for near versus far disparities
reflects the ability of these neurons to respond to combina-
tions of foreground and background motion consistent with
self-translation during fixation of a world-fixed point. Our find-
ings, however, call into question the notion of a privileged role of
DDD cells in self-motion perception.
First, we found very few cells in MSTd (5%) that reversed
their direction preference with disparity, but many more that
reversed their disparity preference as a function of direction. The
latter, more abundant type do not respond best to opposite di-
rections of image motion for near and far objects, and thus may
not be aswell suited to detecting observermovement as suggested
previously (Roy et al., 1992). Second,DDDproperties weremuch
more commonly found in unisensory visual-only neurons than
multisensory cells. If DDD cells are critical for self-motion per-
ception, they might be expected to have congruent visual and
vestibular heading tuning. However, this was not the case in ei-
ther MSTd or VIP.
In summary, DDD neurons do not appear well suited to con-
tribute to multisensory cue integration for self-motion percep-
tion. However, this does not exclude a role of DDD cells in
processing self-motion, particularly the minority that reverse
their direction preferencewith depth.One possibility is that these
DDD cells may provide a parallel mechanism for estimating self-
motion when robust vestibular signals are not available to inter-
act with optic flow. The functional contribution of DDDneurons
to self-motion perception in trained animals thus clearly deserves
further study.
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